
Reduce the amount of time spent manually maintaining Bullhorn data
Being able to manipulate and automate data updates in bulk to maintain data quality (close Job
when Placement is set to Approved)
Automatically update statuses in Bullhorn so Talent International back-office team can stay on
top of everything and ensure data accuracy (eg daily update Contacts, Candidates records
when a Placement is Approved)
Mass update all Bullhorn entities to maximise their Bullhorn Automation integration
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"Kyloe DataTools is a no-brainer for us. It helps us overcome some known Bullhorn limitations and help
us manage complex data rules in bulk."

"Kyloe DataTools is a must-have extra layer to complement our integrations like Bullhorn Automation. It
allows us to mass update all entities where Bullhorn native solutions can't, like Jobs or Placements.
Having this control improves the performance of our Bullhorn automations."

Talent International 

Kyloe originally partnered with Talent International to implement Bullhorn from JobScience and
Kyloe AwesomeDocs. As part of this migration, issues with their legacy data came to light, to help
solve this, we recommended Kyloe DataTools: our data management solution for Bullhorn that has
been used to update over 38 million Bullhorn records.

Put data management on autopilot and ensure accuracy across Bullhorn

While migrating to Bullhorn with Kyloe, Talent International detected a large amount of historical and
inaccurate information stored within their old database, and they were looking for a way to clean it up.

Our Bullhorn data management solution stood out due to its ability to apply mass data updates, dedupe
records, and identify non-relevant information to streamline internal processes and maximise their Bullhorn

Automation integration. 
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Kyloe DataTools - Bullhorn data management

Too much time spent manually updating different fields and statuses in Bullhorn
Legacy data quality issues from their former CRM were detected when migrating
A high volume of duplicate records following the database merge
Not being able to update all entities where Bullhorn native solutions can't

Talent International challenges
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The solution

Kyloe DataTools - Bullhorn data management

Kyloe DataTools, the most powerful Bullhorn data management solution that makes data quality
easy. It empowers you to automatically dedupe, identify gaps and make mass updates to improve
all your automations and enhance the value of your Bullhorn reporting.

Standardise and mass
update Bullhorn data

Automatically find and dedupe
duplicated Bullhorn records

Identify and improve
incomplete and outdated records

The results

Dramatically reduce time
managing data issues across

the entire database 

Levarage other integrations
performance, such as
Bullhorn Automation

Increased productivity and maintain
data quality by automatically

running data updates
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Request details

The most powerful Bullhorn data management solution. Kyloe DataTools empowers you
to make changes that will enhance the value of your Bullhorn reporting and improve your automations. 

Unlock the ability to make mass updates to your Bullhorn data, without the cost, time investment and
scripting knowledge normally needed – Kyloe DataTools takes care of the hard part for you.

Benefits

Your Bullhorn CRM sits at the heart of your business, but
the data within it can become duplicated, inaccurate and
inconsistent if you don’t keep a regular eye on it.

Kyloe DataTools gives you everything you need to
automatically dedupe, identify gaps, and make mass data
updates at your fingertips.

Why Kyloe DataTools?
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Transform your data

Your data is always decaying - a one-time fix isn't enough. Base your reporting (and decisions) on up-
to-date data that you can trust. Kyloe DataTools sets a great foundation for Canvas and other
reporting tools.

More accurate reporting

Running automations that aren’t working as you’d hoped? It’s likely that you’re hitting roadblocks due
to dirty data – Kyloe DataTools helps fix this and enables you to get more ROI on automations such as
Herefish.

Run successful automations
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